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At CloudSEK we have been monitoring the increment of data harvesting scams occurring in the Middle East market. 

One of the most affected markets is real estate due to increase of interest from foreign investors/oligarchs due to 

the ever changing geopolitical situation of the world.

Threat Actor groups understand this fact and love to capitalize on that. What we have been monitoring is the 

complete cycle of trade that has happened around illegal trade of data of leads/PII information even sorted 

nationality wise of people who are interested in buying properties in the Middle East. 

This is not the first time a scam has erupted in the Middle East specially in prime Real Estate markets like the UAE, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia etc. The sheer scale at which this scam has been operating is what makes it different from the 

earlier campaigns that have occurred in the middle east.

This whitepaper aims to uncover a trend in the market and make people aware, to understand the scale of this 

campaign and its rampant increase refer to the following numbers:

● We analyzed close to 6100 suspicious domains created in the last 5-6 years

● We shortlisted about ~3500 domains most of which were registered in the last 2 years namely from 

2021-2023

● These domains were shortlisted based on a number of factors some of them are Domain name similarity to 

popular properties in the Middle East, Registrant Email, JARM hash, similar templates being used as well as 

phone numbers etc.

Please Note: This is just the tip of the Iceberg, these domains were found based on a 
wordlist of only 120 entries. During the process we found that Threat Actors have targeted 
properties which are yet to be completed, as that gives them more leg room to conduct a 
scam.

In this whitepaper we will try to analyze the trend, templates used, infrastructure and close it with understanding 

where this data is being sold and how you can save yourself from falling for this scam.

Trends and Timeline

This campaign was flagged by our contextual AI driven Digital Risk protection platform XVigil earlier this year 
because of the sheer number of domains being registered targeting two of the most premium upcoming properties 
in Dubai. When we dug deeper into the domains we realized the scale of the campaign. The below trendline 
demonstrates the timeline of ~3500 scam domains which have been registered in the last 2 years.
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Figure1: Shows the trendline and number of domains being registered every month for the last 2 
years 

From the above trend we can see that the monthly average scam domain creation changed drastically in this year, 
there was a huge spike last month and October,2023 is still going strong.
These domains were registered on a number of different hosting providers. The top 5 most used are as follows:

1. GoDaddy 
2. REG-RU
3. Namecheap
4. RU-CENTER-RU
5. CSC Corporate domains

Figure 2: Pie chart showcasing the distribution of Registrars being used in the campaign
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We see this trend due to multiple reasons:
1. Ease of registering a domain
2. Price of registering a domain
3. Payment options in cryptocurrency
4. Privacy options available while registering these domains

We can also see that out of the top 5 most used registrars 2 of them provide “.ru” TLD domains, which is a threat 
actor favorite for privacy and lack of regulation for abuse reports etc. but in this case there is one added advantage of 
increased trust among one of the most targeted nationalities in this scam that i.e Russian. Due to the ongoing conflict 
in the region we see a steep interest from Russian oligarchs to invest money in the UAE and Real Estate becomes a 
prime investment.

Figure 3: Pie chart showing the distribution of the countries associated with the A records of the scam domains

Figure 3 is a pie chart showing the infrastructure trend for the scam, these represent the country from where the IP 
addresses originate which are taken from the A records of the domains involved in this scam.
The most 5 most commonly found are:

1. USA
2. Russia
3. Germany
4. Great Britain
5. Canada

Here India and Australia are a very close 6th in the list 
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Some of the interesting observations made from the IP addresses found from this campaign are:
● There are only ~1330 unique IP addresses in the scam hosting more than 6000+ suspicious domains, hence 

logically we have same groups operating multiple domains on a single IP which is a common practice
● The following IPs were used abnormally high times and have known to be operated by cyber criminals:

IP Address Number of 
Domains mapped 

Remarks

165.160.15.20 427 This IP has been marked malicious by VT and has previous 
history of being used for phishing, from the number of 
relations with malicious files this IP probably is used as a 
sinkhole(with low confidence)

165.160.13.20 436 This IP has been marked malicious by VT and has previous 
history of being used for phishing, from the number of 
relations with malicious files this IP probably is used as a 
sinkhole(with low confidence)

34.102.136.180 720 This IP has been marked malicious by VT and has previous 
history of being used for phishing, from the number of 
relations with malicious files this IP probably is used as a 
sinkhole(with low confidence)

An interesting comment about the IP on Virustotal.

64.190.62.22 73 This IP has been marked malicious by VT and has previous 
history of being used for phishing, from the number of 
relations with malicious files this IP probably is used as a 
sinkhole(with low confidence)

● We see a trend that on an average these IPs have had a history of communicating with more than 1.5k 
malicious binaries which led us to believe these are also being used as Sinkhole IPs[low confidence]

● We also thought it would be interesting to see the trend and analysis of ASNs used in this campaign and the 
following ASNs were the most used:

1. AS13335 
2. AS22612 
3. AS16509 
4. AS46606 
5. AS47583 
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Figure 4: Pie chart showing the percentage analysis of malicious IPs originating from which ASN

Interesting Emails related to the Domains

Email Remarks

wgviagens.hostgator@gmail.co
m

There are 1.5k+ domains registered with this email and most of 
which are fake/scam pages related to property or real estate

uk.dubai81@gmail.com Only 5 domains registered on this email but all of them are 
pages involved in this Middle East campaign

makanecf@gmail.com There are 17k+ domains registered using this email

tarkdomain@gmail.com Only 12 domains registered on this email but all of them are 
pages involved in this Middle East campaign

mydomains99552@gmail.com There are ~2.3k domains registered using this email. The 
domains are all real estate related scams and include properties 
not just from Middle East but India as well

pyslar-sergey@yandex.ru Only 12 domains registered on this email but most of them are 
pages involved in this Middle East campaign

alez90@yandex.ru Only 20 domains registered on this email but most of them are 
pages involved in this Middle East campaign
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Screenshot 1: shows the template which is most commonly used by Threat Actors associated with this scam

1. The template has the same phone number - “8 928 451-17-11”. If we use a simple google dork we get 200 results of 
this number being used in this same template and involved in the real estate scam

2. The template uses Joomla as CMS, all of the domains use Joomla v3.10.*
3. The domains are all “.ru” TLDs 
4. The domains have directory listing enabled and all the directories are mentioned in the robots.txt file.
5. The domains have an /administrator REST endpoint which is only protected by password to access backend systems.
6. The threat actors are using empire-crm.com to load all the functionalities
7. The template has been copied from this original website: https://letniy-sochi[.]ru, this can be confirmed from all the 

robots.txt files as it mentions the source to be the above mentioned URL
8. RSfirewall is being used which is a security extension offered by Joomla
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Screenshot 2: shows one sample robots.txt file which also mentions the host

9.      We have also noticed that these domains also contain images/documents related to other scam domains with 
        the same template on the server 

Screenshot 3: shows that the Threat Actors behind this campaign might be same or are at least using same TTPs
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To run any campaign for a prolonged period of time there has to be demand for the data being sold, in this case we 
have seen the demand slowly growing and Threat Actors talking about the real estate market in Dubai. We also found 
a thread on a Russian Based forum regarding a Russian database of people interested in buying properties in Dubai. 
This completes the full circle.

Screenshot: shows specifically an interest in data of Russian nationals

Screenshot of a russian forum mentioning Dubai as a great place to invest in real 

estate

There are threat actors supporting investment in the Middle east real estate market as a way to 

launder money.
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Our sources wanted to confirm the claim of Threat Actors claiming to share data. Our sources were able to obtain that 
data, one of the sources received a sample data in the format of an excel file containing 9MB worth data. The data 
had property wise and nationality wise segregation and we could infer that the data harvesting campaign has been in 
operation for at least 2 years. The threat actor had quoted a price of 1,000 USD for complete data.

Screenshot of the sample shared by the Threat Actor

The Document shared by the threat actor also reveals some extra information in the metadata of the document, a 

simple exiftool command revealed the following information:
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Screenshot: of metadata of the sample excel file shared by the threat actor with our source

Impact & Mitigation

It is important that we understand the impact this campaign can have on the region economically and otherwise.

● This scam provides a gateway for Threat Actors to lure people genuinely interested in the Real Estate and 

then scam them.

● From the above proofs we can be sure that this is a data harvesting campaign and that the data is available in 

enormous numbers. We can infer this from the size of the file shared by the Threat Actor just as a sample and 

that should be alarming.

● This reduces the brand reputation of the well established organizations in the region, this decrement in trust 

from the victims can impact them economically

We at CloudSEK have been actively reporting these incidents to the concerned organizations and we have initiated 

more than 150 takedowns helping the affected organizations and our clients.

There are some proactive methods that can be used to monitor and mitigate these threats:

● Monitor newly created domains 
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● Invest in better SEO techniques so that the scam domains do not pop up above the original domains

● These domains should also be blacklisted from sending any email to an internal employee as this can be a 

double edged sword and can be used to target employees as well. 

Appendix

All Emails found in the whois data of suspicious domains:

7086netflix@gmail.com
a81287179@gmail.com
acbudnjo@gmail.com
adyjonathan22@gmail.com
ahmedisit86@gmail.com
akheelinfo@gmail.com
a.nepomniashiy@gmail.com
boriskinba@gmail.com
bpd.domains@gmail.com
ceooneplace@gmail.com
christiantrucco@gmail.com
creativedreams247@gmail.com
elyassbouni@gmail.com
finance.oleg@gmail.com
fishemania@gmail.com
greenacresindubai@gmail.com
grgrgr1288@gmail.com
info.serdcegoroda@gmail.com
jawadhcheema@gmail.com
Joshua37920@gmail.com
luolanherosms@gmail.com
makanecf@gmail.com
marketing.toplevel.dubai@gmail.com
matantsevartem85@gmail.com
meriieemjadi@gmail.com
mishka.gaf@gmail.com
mobarokhossin1@gmail.com
mohit.k.misra@gmail.com

Nixxesolutions@gmail.com
osacken@gmail.com
priyamod345@gmail.com
rabsdigital2021@gmail.com
rajmnc@gmail.com
rustamchik20220504@gmail.com
shouserealty@gmail.com
sunilramchandani1@gmail.com
tairusm@gmail.com
tarkdomain@gmail.com
uk.dubai81@gmail.com
umermian057@gmail.com
united.offshore.procourement@gmail.co
m
virildar@gmail.com
waqasbaberpk@gmail.com
wgviagens.hostgator@gmail.com
7862005@yahoo.com
ramosoflagosrealty@yahoo.com
alez90@yandex.ru
ru@yandex.ru
sergey@yandex.ru
stskuridin@yandex.ru
dillu@hotmail.com
obaid2283@hotmail.com
uruguayamethyst@hotmail.com
mohmmed.sa3d.uae@gmail.com
mydomains99552@gmail.com
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Screenshot of the administrator endpoint on the template 

Screenshot of the directory listing present on these websites
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We Predict Cyber Threats

Initial Attack Vector Protection Platform

About CloudSEK
CloudSEK is a contextual AI company that predicts Cyber Threats.



At CloudSEK, we combine the power of Cyber Intelligence, Brand 
Monitoring, Attack Surface Monitoring, Infrastructure Monitoring and 
Supply Chain Intelligence to give context to our customers’ digital risks.
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